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The  women’s 800 m final at the 2009 Athletics World 
Championships in Berlin attracted worldwide attention, 
but in an extremely regrettable way. The exceptional 
performance by the winner, 18-year-old South African 
Caster Semenya, was called into question by her 
competitors. There was a suspicion that Semenya was 
not female.

The International Association of Athletics Federations 
(IAAF) reacted to this suspicion in a way which led to 
this young athlete being publicly exposed. The damage 
caused by this was irreparable and could not be undone 
with apologies. This was a matter which called for strict 
confidentiality in investigation and discussion. Instead 
it was allowed to become a mass media sensation. The 
athlete affected was not only a victim of a breach of trust 
but she was used in a questionable and political way. 
This was all without benefit to any of the human beings 
affected by a gender question which had been put into 
the public domain.

The whole thing climaxed in unspeakable overtones 
of racism. In the light of German history this might 
have been understood but which in this matter were 
not tenable. They were misleading in reference to the 
problem that had to be addressed.

What consequences could 
such a verdict have on sport?

The events in Berlin threw up a whole series of questions 
which have not been satisfactorily answered to this 
day. What is needed therefore, is a much more basic 
discussion, as the political and juristic background before 
which this has to happen has changed decisively since in 
the light of a decision by the German Constitutional Court 
on 8th October 2017. The Court that demanded a “third sex” 
be an option in the registration of births. Thus it should be 
made possible for intersexual people to have their sexual 
identity registered in a “positive” way.

This decision was based on human rights. It also 
protects the “sexual identity” of those can be are listed 
as neither male nor female on a permanent basis. In 
the view of the court, the existing personal right was in 
breach of the prohibition of discrimination. The ruling 
stipulated that by the end of 2018, another “positive 
description” – which might be for instance “inter” or 
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diverse” – should be accepted as a “third sex” along 
with “male and female”. For sports organisations this 
verdict can and should have far-reaching implications.

The cultural multiplicity of sporting competition, as 
it exists today, is remarkable, and it can be interpreted 
as a special achievement. This progress is however also 
endangered.

In view of the increasing significance of victory in 
individual competition, which is connected primarily 
with a comprehensive commercialisation of modern 
sport, the ever increasing danger of a breach of the rules 
is hard to avoid. Deceit and manipulation are regrettably 
closely linked to competitive sport.

It happens more and more frequently even in youth 
sport. Participants are caught supplying a false age. Men 
might well take part in women’s events to increase the 
probability of victory. It is less likely that women should 
choose to participate against men with the same goal.

It is interesting that the number of mixed competitions 
has clearly increased in the last few years. A sport like 
equestrianism, in which the question of gender has 
traditionally played no part, is rather an exception. In 
other types of sport, the question of whether there will 
continue to be a traditional separation of the sexes in 
future competition. In sports such as chess it is certainly 
not viable to organise separate competitions.

An alignment of the sexes is advancing

What happens, however, when those would like to 
take part in a sport who define themselves neither as 
men or women or even belong to both sexes? What is 
the consequence for organised competitive sport when 
one has to speak of a third sex knocking at the door of 
international sport along with men and women?

This question was not raised only at the 2009 World 
Athletics Championships. The problem of intersexuality 
has existed for decades in international high performance 
sport. All sports can be affected by it, and it is not a 
problem of a specific ethnicity, as accepted in many 
places. From an anthropological viewpoint all human 
societies known to us can be affected.
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For quite a long time now scientists have indicated that 
there has been a rise in births where a clear allocation to 
a specific sex is not possible. So-called hermaphrodites or 
intersexuals come into the world. They can be regarded 
as a “third sex”. In  German, such people are referred to 
a “Zwitter”. 

By this one does not mean that bisexual phenomenon 
which under the viewpoints of evolution could be no 
less of interest for sport. Rather people have proceeded 
for quite a long times from the view that an assimilation 
of the sexes is coming, which is included in the concept 
of androgynity. This change is shown by the behaviour of 
some men and women. Their personalities and the way 
they behave makes them resemble each other more and 
more. 

What is meant by this is not transsexuality, in which by 
means of targeted medical interventions a change in sex 
is undertaken.

Should there be separate competitions 
for a “third sex”?

The acceptance of a third sex rests on the other hand on 
the circumstances produced by genetic analyses. Along 
with the XY-genotype and the XX-genotype at least one 
further genotype must be distinguished, which can be 
described as neither man nor woman. At least scientists 
accept that a conclusive scientific definition is not 
possible using the methods at their disposal today.

In the practice of human birth, this problem has been 
and is solved in a relatively clear and simple way. At 
birth a newborn child is assigned male or female sex 
by a doctor or midwife on the basis of the externally 
recognisable primary signs of gender. An allocation to 
the “Zwitter” group has not been permitted for legal 
reasons .

After the decision by experts there follows a registration 
on the birth certificate whereby an allocation is made for 
the child either as a girl or a boy. The child is accordingly 
perceived by his society. The parents in particular will 
determine the process of socialisation according to this 
decision.

With this juristic solution of the problem it is obvious 
that girls and boys find their way to sport and there 
measure themselves against other children and young 
people of the same sex in competitive and age groups, 
although according to the recognitions of science 
they are neither the one nor the other. In this way the 
principle of equality of chance, which is supposed to 
be guaranteed by the separation of sexes, is in reality, 
placed in question.

This assumption is however tied to the precondition 
that someone belonging to the so-called ‘’third sex’’ has 
some sort of competitive advantage in the performance 
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demands of a particular sport in comparison with the 
other sex. This suspicion was at the basis of the protests 
against Caster Semenya. As a consequence the medical 
delegate and the Medical Commission of the IAAF ordered 
scientific examinations to determine the sex of the 
athlete. As is well-known, it was subsequently confirmed 
subsequently that Semenya was indeed female. Even so 
this did not bring an end to all discussions.

In view of recent scientific recognitions on the 
determination of sex, such examinations make very 
little sense. If a person belongs to the “third sex”, the 
question is  rather posed for the international sports 
organisations as to possible participation in competition 
in a quite basic way. Should or must even the “third 
sex” be integrated into the competitive system of the 
existing sexes, so as not to exposes themselves to the 
charge of discrimination? If yes, in which? Or should 
there be separate competitions and records for the 
“third sex”?

The question cannot be clarified purely 
scientifically or legally

If the empirical scientific findings relating to this are 
correct, we must accept that in recent times there has 
been an increase worldwide in the number of children 
for whom the assignment of a clear sexual orientation 
has not been possible. In Germany it is assumed one 
in every 5000 births is distinguished by this feature. 
The frequency of intersexuality is however estimated 

as being considerably higher. Although exact statistical 
figures are not yet available, the assumption is that in 
Germany alone, some 100,000 could be affected.

No matter what extent this problem has at present 
and will have in future, the question of intersexuality 
requires a thorough discussion by the sports organi-
sations. The abolition in 1999 of the “sex tests” at 
Olympic Games and thus at all World Championships 
was long overdue. It was a necessary and correct 
decision as the tests were regarded as invasive and 
discriminatory. The decision guaranteed equal 
treatment of women and men. Now it is a question of 
a justified demand for equal treatment of those people 
who regard themselves as a “third sex.”

This question, one may suppose, cannot be 
answered scientifically. It could not be clarified until 
now juristically. From a legal perspective, states only 
recognise members of the male or female genders – a 
classic grouping, made from the external appearance.

Yet the nature of a person is obviously in contradiction 
here. To this extent the verdict reached by the 
German Federal Constitutional Court is undoubtedly 
revolutionary, and we will have to wait to see how other 
states react to it. An answer is also awaited from those 
responsible for sport to the question, how they will deal 
with human nature in future and how open they are 
with their sporting offers for those who do not wish to 
align themselves or be aligned with either of the two 
classic sexes.

In answering this question, it is important to respect 
the rights of equal treatment of intersexuals, laid 
down in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union (EU) as well as the claim of sport to a fair 
comparison of performance.  Solutions applied in haste 
will hardly be helpful. It will be more helpful to conduct 
a careful dialogue with those affected. �
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